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Abstract: The Focus of Expansion (FOE) is an important con- 
cept in dynamic scene analysis, particularly where translational 
motion is dominant, such as in mobile robot applications. In 
practice, it is difficult to determine the exact location of the FOE 
from a given set of displacement vectors due to the effects of 
camera rotation, digitization, and noise. Instead of a single 
image location, we propose to compute a connected region, 
termed ‘Fuzzy’ FOE, that marks the approximate direction of 
camera heading. The ‘Fuzzy’ FOE provides numerous clues 
about the 3-D scene structure and independent object motion. In 
this paper we discuss the main problems of the classic FOE 
approach and concentrate on the details of computing the 
‘Fuzzy’ FOE for a camera undergoing translation and rotation in 
3-D space. We present results on real outdoor images. 

1. Introduction 
The FOE approach relies upon the well-known fact that, 

under forward camera translation, all image features seem to 
diverge radially from a particular image location, called the focus 
of expansion (FOE), which marks the direction of vehicle 
heading [7, 11, 141. The 3-D distance of stationary environ- 
mental features can subsequently be obtained by measuring how 
fast their images diverge away from the FOE. Thus the compu- 
tation of camera motion is achieved in a purely two-dimensional 
step which is completely separated from reconstructing the 
scene’s 3-D structure. 

In practice, locating the FOE accurately is not a trivial task 
for arbitrary camera motion and especially difficult under noisy 
conditions. Some researchers have therefore assumed planar 
motion or even pure camera translation [2, 5, 6, 10, 121. Our 
solution to the problem is not to search for a single FOE-location 
but to compute a two-dimensional FOE-region, which we call 
the ’Fuzzy’ FOE. Despite its apparent lack of precision, the 
‘Fuzzy’ FOE can be employed as a powerful tool in dynamic 
scene analysis as we have shown elsewhere [l, 41. It naturally 
supports a qualitative style of reasoning that receives growing 
interest within the vision community [3, 16, 171. This paper 
concentrates upon the computational aspects of the ‘Fuzzy’ 
FOE. 

In the following section we discuss two basic FOE tech- 
niques: FOE-from-Rotation and Rotation-jrom-FOE. Although 
the latter approach turns out to be superior, the actual 
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location of the FOE can generally not be determined under noisy 
conditions. In Section 3 we extend the Rotation-from-FOE 
approach to the ’Fuzzy’ FOE. A description of the actual algo- 
rithm is followed by some typical results on real image 
sequences which were taken from the Autonomous Land Vehi- 
cle (ALV). 

2. Searching for a Single FOE 
When a camera performs pure translation along a straight 

line in space, the images of all stationary features seem to 
diverge from a single location commonly called the focus of 
expansion (FOE). In reality, however, the vehicle not only 
translates but also rotates more or less about its three major 
axes. The movement M of a land vehicle between two points in 
time can be sufficiently approximated by a translation T 
followed by rotations about the horizontal axis Re (panning) and 
the vertical axis R, (tilting). Any 3-D point X = (x,y,z) in the 
camera-centered co-ordinate frame is transferred by the camera 
movement M to a new location X’=(x’,y’,z? by 

M: X + X’= R,Re (T + X), (1) 
where 

1 0  cos0 0 sin0 

0 sing cos4 -sine 0 cos0 . 
If the observed scene is completely stationary, the effects of 

the camera movement M upon the image can be described by a 
2-D transformation d (for displacement), which takes the origi- 
nal image I to the following image 1’. The 3-D rotations RCp and 
Re and the translation T have their equivalents in d as three 
separate (non-linear) 2-D operations r,, re, and ts : 

It$=[ 0 COS$ -s!ng] , Re=[ 0 1 0 ] 

d: I -+ I’ = r, re t s  I .  (2) 
Since pure camera rotations do not create new aspects of the 

environment, the corresponding 2-D transformations r, and re 
are effectively mappings of the image onto itself. Thus the 
effects of camera rotations can be undone when the rotation 
angles are known. Conversely, the image effects ts of pure 
camera translation depend upon each 3-D point’s actual location 
in space, i.e., the 3-D structure of the scene. The subscript S 
(for structure) in ts indicates this dependence. 

For the purpose of clarity we introduce a (hypothetical) 
intermediate image I* which is the result of the pure camera 
translation T, i.e. 

ts: I -+ I* . (3) 
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Notice that the image I* is never really observed, except in 
the special case of pure camera translation, i.e. when I*=I’ 
(Fig.1). However, I* has two important properties: First, all 
displacement vectors between corresponding points in I and I* 
seem to diverge from a particular image location (xf,yf) (i.e. the 
FOE), unless the camera does not translate at all. We call a 
displacement field with this property a radial mapping from I to 
I*. Second, for given pan and tilt angles cp and 8, I* can be ob- 
tained regardless of the 3-D scene structure by applying the 
inverse rotational mappings rq-l and re-1 (which always exist) 
to the observed image 1’: 

(4) 
Several methods have been suggested for extracting the 

required displacement vector fields (e.g., [9, 13, 151). The task 
of computing the motion parameters can be stated as a search 
problem in the space of cp, 8 and t. The relationship in (4) sug- 
gests two different search strategies for separating the motion 
components: 
( I )  FOE from Rotation: Successively apply combinations of 

inverse rotational mappings rgl-1 rql-l, . .., rg,-l rVm-l to 
the second image 1’, until the resulting image I* is a radial 
mapping with respect to the original image I. Then locate 
the FOE x h  in image I. 

(2)  Rotation from FOE: Successively select FOE-locations xfl, 
xf2,. . ., xf,, in the original image I and then determine the 
inverse rotational mappings rg,,-1 rVn-l that yield a radial 
mapping with respect to the final FOE xfn. 

Both altematives were investigated in the course of this 
work under the conditions of restricted but realistic camera 
motion. As it turns out, the major problem with the FOE-jirom- 
Rotation approach is to determine, whether a given mapping of 
image points is radial or (more important) how close it is to 
being radial when the location of the FOE is still unknown. 
2.1 FOE from Rotation 

In this method, the image motion is decomposed in two 
steps. First, the rotational components are hypothesized and 
their inverses are applied to the second image 1’, thus partially 
derotating the image. If the assumed rotations are accurate, the 
resulting displacement field diverges from a single image loca- 
tion. The second step verifies that the derotated displacement 
field is actually radial and then determines the location of the 
FOE. 

There are several ways to obtain an initial estimate for the 
camera’s rotation. If the platform has sufficient inertia, the 
results from one pair of frames can be carried over to the fol- 
lowing pair to serve as the initial guess. Another version is to 
use features known to be at far distance as a reference for cam- 
era rotation. Since the amount of displacement caused by trans- 
lation depends upon the 3-D distance of the corresponding envi- 
ronmental features, points at far distance are not significantly 
affected by translation. Thus all the image displacement of these 
points is due to camera rotations, which can be easily estimated 
from individual displacement vectors. 

After applying a particular derotation to the second image I’ 
(to remove the effects of the hypothesized rotations), the ques- 
tion is how much the resulting displacement field deviates from 
the desired radial mapping. Prazdny [ 141 estimates the distur- 
bance of the displacement field from the variance of the 

re-1 rV-l I’ = ts  I . I* = 

intersections of one (extended) displacement vector with all 
other vectors. We evaluated two similar approaches, one using 
the intersections of displacement vectors with imaginary hori- 
zontal and vertical lines and another based on Linear Correlation 
[ 13. These results indicate a general problem associated with 
methods that rely upon extending and intersecting displacement 
vectors. By extending displacement vectors, existing errors 
(e.g. from digitization and noise) are multiplied. Consequently, 
these approaches are unreliable when the amount of camera 
translation is small and necessarily fail when the camera does 
not translate at all. 
2.2 Rotation from FOE 

This approach avoids the problem of extending displacement 
vectors by starting with a hypothesized FOE location. Once a 
particular FOE xf has been selected, the problem is to find the 
rotational mappings rq-l and re-1 that, when applied to the 
image 1’, will result in an optimal radial mapping with respect to 
I and xf. The error measure chosen for this purpose uses the 
deviation of the displacement vectors from straight rays origi- 
nating from the hypothesized FOE. Given a set of correspond- 
ing image points ((xi,xi’) I X ~ E  I, XI ’E  1’) and some FOE- 
location xf, the error is defined as the inner product between the 
vectors (xf-txi) and (xf-tx;): 

( 5 )  
1 

E = c[ - (xi-xf) x (x,l-xf) Ix i-x f l  
1 

Under perspective transformation, image points move along 
hyperbolic paths when the camera performs pure rotation, i.e., 
the resulting displacement is not uniform over the entire image 
plane. However, if the amount of rotation is small or the focal 
length of the camera is large, we can replace the nonlinear map- 
pings rq-l and re-l by a linear shift vector sq,g= (sx,sy) which is 
independent of the image location [ 11: 

(6 )  I* = re-1 rV-l I’ = sV,e + 1’. 
With sQ,e as a free variable, the error measure (5) becomes 

This second-order error function can be minimized with 
standard numerical techniques to obtain an optimal value for 
ST,@. From the resulting shift vector sV,e, the corresponding 
(approximate) rotation angles cp and 8 are easily found. If the 
resulting rotation exceeds the limits imposed by the assumption 
of small rotation, the image may be first derotated by those 
angles using the exact (non-uniform) mapping, and then pro- 
cessed again, until the residual rotations are sufficiently small. 
Thus even large amounts of camera rotation can be handled 
accurately without violating the given assumptions. Under usual 
conditions no more than a single iteration is necessary. 

The following procedure1 Test-Single-FOE examines one 
hypothetical FOE-location xf in a given pair of images I and I .  
It uses the functions Optimal-Rotation for computing the 
optimal shift vector sV,e and the error value for the resulting 

The pseudocode notation used for the algorithms allows functions to 
return multiple values (as in CommonLISP), e.g. ( x ,  y , z : = 

PROC (a, b) as well as multiple assignments, e.g. ( u , v )  := ( r ,  s ) .  
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displacement field (by minimizing Equ.7). Function De KO - 
tate-Image effectively undoes the effects of a camera rotation 
by cp and 8. The constant angle pmax marks the limit of small 
camera rotation (about 4"): 
Test-Single-FOE (xf, I, I ' ) : 
/ *  Compute the camera rotation and resulting error 
given the two images 1,I' for the hypothesized 
FOE xf.*/ 
I*:= 1'; 
repeat /*usually only 1 iteration*/ 

(@,e,error) := Optimal-Rotation (xfr I, I*) ; 
I*:= Derotate-Image(I*,q,e) ; 
until (IqlS Pmax) & ( le15 Pmax) 

Fig.2 shows the resulting error values at selected FOE-loca- 
tions around the actual FOE for a sparse displacement field 
simulating 2" of horizontal camera rotation. The size of the circle 
at each location indicates the amount of error (i.e. the deviation 
from the radial displacement field) that would result if that loca- 
tion were picked as the FOE. The smooth shape of this error 
function makes it possible that, even with a poor initial guess, 
the global optimum can be found by local search methods. 

An important criterion is the function's behavior when the 
amount of camera translation is small or the displacement vec- 
tors are noisy. Fig.3 shows the effects of varying the average 
length of the displacement vectors in the range of 4-60 pixels. It 
is obvious that longer displacement vectors result in a sharper 
minimum around the actual FOE. The effects of noise are 
demonstrated in Fig.4, using the same displacement vectors as 
in Fig.2. Apparently, the error function flattens out  with 
increasing levels of noise, although the generic shape of the 
function does not change. However, the location of minimum 
error may move considerably away from the actual FOE. These 
are the major motivations for computing the 'Fuzzy' FOE as 
described in the following section. 

return (I*,q,e,error). 

3. The 'Fuzzy' FOE 
Essentially, the local shape of the error function in Figures 

2-4 reflects how well the FOE is actually specified by the given 
displacement field. The goal of the 'Fuzzy' FOE is to somehow 
explore this shape to construct a connected image region that 
contains the real FOE with high certainty. The way we have 
chosen to compute the 'Fuzzy' FOE is to (1) search for a loca- 
tion x,in with local minimum error starting from some initial 
location xo and then (2) grow a connected region around xmin 
until some criterion is met. In particular, the region is complete 
when the accumulated error volume exceeds a predefined limit. 
Intuitively, the 2-D error function could be seen as a bowl into 
which we pour a certain quantity of liquid (error volume) and 
then take the boundary of the resulting surface as the 'Fuzzy' 
FOE. The following algorithm Compute-Fuzzy-FOE and the 
subsequent auxiliary procedures explain these steps: 
Compute-Fuzzy-FOE (I, I ' , max-err) : 
xo : = Guess-Initial-FOE; 
xmin:= Search-Min-FOE(xo,I,I'); 
Fuzzy-FOE:= Grow-Fuzzy-FOE(xmin, I,I',max-err) ; 

Search-Xdin-FOE (xo, I, I ' ) : 
xmin:= xo 
('Pmin,Omin,errmin) := Test-Single-FOE(x,i,,I,I') ; 
repeat 

(Xn, qnr en, err,) : = Min-Neighbor ( {xmin), I, I ' )  ; 

if (err, < errmin) then 
(xminr (Pminr eminr errmi,) : = ( x n  9" errn) ; 

until (err, 2 errmi,,); 
return (xmin).  

Grow-Fuzzy-FOE (xmin, I, I ',max-err) ; 
Fuzzy-~O~:= (xmi,); / *  initialize FOE 
errmax:= errmi,,; / *  max error found so 
err-vol:= 0; 
repeat 

set * /  
f a r  * /  

( ~ ~ , q ~ , 8 ~ , e r r ~ )  := Min-Neighbor(Fuzzy-FOE,I,I') ; 

Fuzzy-FOE:= Fuzzy-FOE U (xn); 
Aerr:= errn - errmax; errmax:= errn; 
err-vol:= err-vol + Aerr * card(Fuzzy-FOE); 
until (errvol > max-err); 

return (Fuzzy-FOE) . 
The auxiliary function Min-Neighbor examines all neighbors of 
a given set of image locations and returns the location with 
minimum error value: 
Min-Neighbor (FOE-Region, I, I ' )  : 
errmin:= m; 

forall xi€FOE-Region 
f o r a l l  x,: (Neighborsg(x,,xi) & x,eFOE-Set) 

(qa,ea,err,) := Test-Single-FOE(x,,I,I') ; 

if (erra < errmin) then 
(xminrchninr hinrerrmin) := (xar(Parearerra) ; 

endfor 
endfor 

return (xminr(hnin,emin,errmin) . 
The standard %neighborhood may be used for defining the 

set of image locations adjacent to one pixel (predicate Neigh- 
borsj). However, to improve the efficiency of the search pro- 
cedure, we actually select the neighbors on a grid of varying 
size. The resolution of this grid is successively altered from 
coarse to fine during the initial search for the optimal FOE. 

Fig.5 demonstrates the result of applying this algorithm to a 
real image sequence taken from the moving ALV. One of the 
original images, after edge detection, is shown in FigSa. In this 
example, the displacement vectors were obtained by hand- 
tracking point features in the edge images. Still, the end points 
of the displacement vectors are not very accurate and thus the 
amount of noise is considerable. The shaded area in Fig.5b 
marks the resulting 'Fuzzy' FOE, with a small circle inside at 
the location of minimum error. The jagged outline of the 'Fuzzy' 
FOE is caused by the relatively coarse grid (10 pixels) used for 
growing the region. The coordinate frame in the lower left-hand 
comer displays the estimated amount of vehicle rotation (cp and 
8) about the horizontal and vertical axes. For this frame pair, 8 
is approximately O S " ,  while cp is close to zero. Since the time 
elapsed between the given frame pair is about 0.2 seconds, the 
ALV is currently turning towards the left at a rate of 2.5" per 
second. The derotated displacement field, shown with dotted 
vectors, is almost perfectly radial. 
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Image Plane 

, -  

olalron- 2.0 0 0 deg 

Figure 1. Vehicle translation and rotation as separate 
steps. The vehicle first translates from position P to 
position P'and then changes its orientation from Q to R'. 
The intermediate image I' would be observed after the 
translation T. The FOE is located where the 3-D vector 
T intersects image I. 

Figure 2 .  Displacement vectors and resulting error 
values for selected FOE locations. The diameter of each 
circle indicates the amount of error (minimizing Equ.5) 
for that particular FOE location. The error function is 
plotted over an area of +lo0 pixels centered around the 
actual FOE (marked by a small square). 

(4 (b) (c) (4 (e) 

Figure 3 .  Effects of average length of displacement vectors upon the shape of the e m r  function. The same displacement 
field as in Fig.2 was used. (a) Average length is 4 pixels, (b) 8 pixels, (c) 20 pixels, (d) 40 pixels, (e)  60 pixels. Obvi- 
ously, the FOE is better defined by longer displacement vectors. 

(a, (b) (4 (4 (el 

Figure 4 .  Effects of uniform noise upon the shape of the error function. The same displacement field as in Fig.2 was 
used. (a) Zero noise, (b) M.5 pixels, (c) k1.0 pixels, (d) S . 0  pixels, (e) k4.0 pixels. The error function becomes flat 
with increasing noise levels. 
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FRAME 185 FRAME 185 

V€HICLL ROTATION 
11.0 dei 

4 m  ADVANCED 

-1.0 

Figure 5. Result of computing the Fuzzy FOE on a real image sequence taken from the moving ALV. (a) Original image 
after edge detection. (b) The shaded region marks the resulting Fuzzy FOE with a small circle for the location of mini- 
mum error (i.e., the optimal FOE). Estimated vehicle rotation (9, e )  is plotted in a co-ordinate frame in the range of 
fl.OO. 

FRAME 197 

@@ 
J3 

FRAME 196 

VEHICLE ROTATION 
+1.0 d e i  

VCHICLE ROTATION 
r1.0 d e i  

\ ADVANCED 2.1 m ADVANCED 1.2 m 

- 1.0 

Figure 6 .  Relationship between displacement field structure and Fuzzy FOE. The group of dominant (long) displace- 
ment vectors in the lower right-hand comer of both images (a) and (b) results in elongated FOE regions. 
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Two additional examples from the same sequence are shown 
in Fig.6 to demonstrate the relationship between the structure of 
the given displacement field and the resulting shape of the 
'Fuzzy' FOE. For some reason, the dominant displacement 
vectors are found in the lower right-hand comer of both frames 
(Figures 6a and 6b). Since the error measure (Equ.5) implicitly 
assigns more weight to longer displacement vectors, those 
dominant vectors have a direct influence upon the shape of the 
FOE. This explains the elongated shape of the 'Fuzzy' FOE in 
the two images. For typical road scenes, where long dis- 
placement vectors are generally located in the lower parts of the 
image, the horizontal position of the FOE is therefore better 
defined (by a small diameter) than its vertical position. 

If the displacement vectors are not obtained by manual trac- 
ing (as in the examples presented here) but computed automati- 
cally, there is, in addition to the noise problem, a potential dan- 
ger of erroneous point matches. Consequently, any FOE algo- 
rithm based on displacement data must be sufficiently robust to 
tolerate those errors. In a recent experiment [8], the 'Fuzzy' 
FOE algorithm was successfully applied to 262 frames of 5 dif- 
ferent (ALV) image sequences with automatic selection and 
matching of point features. Also, the algorithm has been applied 
with good results to helicopter flight scenes in a fully automatic 
process. 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper we presented the 'Fuzzy' FOE as a new robust 

tool for dynamic scene analysis. Like other FOE techniques, it is 
particularly suited for motion sequences that exhibit a significant 
translation component, i.e., for most vehicular applications. In 
contrast to other methods, however, the 'Fuzzy' FOE performs 
well even under the conditions of small rotation and noise or at 
least provides a measure for the quality of the result. Experi- 
ments show that even erroneous point matches in the given 
image displacement vector field can be tolerated, which is a 
necessity in a fully automated process. 

The information obtained from the 'Fuzzy' FOE is useful for 
a variety of tasks. First, the parameters of self-motion (i.e., 
direction of translation and rotations) themselves are important 
for efficient short-term control of the vehicle, such as steering, 
accelerating, and braking. From the derotated displacement 
vector field, 3-D layout of the environment can be recovered to 
support navigation, obstacle avoidance, and manipulation. 
Essentially, the fact that the FOE is not obtained precisely does 
not necessarily imply a disadvantage. Instead, the reasoning 
process becomes more realistic, because the significance of any 
conclusion based on the 'Fuzzy' FOE can be made explicit. 
Details on using the 'Fuzzy' FOE for detecting object motion 
and estimating 3-D scene structure can be found in [ 11. 

Although we have only considered point features for the 
computation of image displacement vectors so far, there is good 
reason to believe that more complex 2-D features would result in 
more reliable frame-to-frame matches. Lines, regions, and con- 
tour segments appear to be good candidates to enhance the 
overall performance of this approach. 
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